Message from the President:

Best Wishes for a great 2006

As our membership continues to grow, so do our objectives on behalf of the Japanese American community and all veterans. I look forward to working with representatives of the other Japanese American organizations, including JAACL, the NJAMF, and others to coordinate our efforts that are mutually supporting.

JAVA's founder, Phil Ishio, has been deservedly elevated to the status of honorary chair. His vision, guidance and contributions continue to hold us in good stead, and have set the stage for JAVA to preserve the legacies of past sacrifice and, more importantly, ensure Japanese Americans and veterans play an expanding role in America's future.

None of this would be possible without the initiative and energy of our new (and first) executive director, Terry Shima. He has cemented our relationship with the Department of Veterans Affairs, obtained JAVA's membership in the National Military Veterans Association (an umbrella organization of all the key veterans organizations), and has forged a relationship with the Military Coalition (an umbrella organization of veterans organization that take an active role in defense issues as well as veterans issues). These are great moves for JAVA, and reflect the activities and promise of JAVA as a national veterans organization in the Nation's capital.

On behalf of the JAVA Executive Council, many thanks to Grant Ichikawa for his unstinting efforts in keeping this directory up to date and, along with webmaster Dave Buto, making it available to the entire JAVA community.
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(MOH) Medal of Honor (HM)- Honorary Member
(AM)- Associate Member (LM) – Lifetime Member
(LM*)- LM transferees fm NorCal MIS
(LM**) LM transferees fm GoForBroke Nat Assn
(LM***) LM transferees fm Northwest MIS

ABE, Harry F (M.D.)

ABE, Timothy C. L/Col Marine and Arleen

AGENA, Clarence Merton “Mert” (B/G ret) (LM) and Chong

AKAKA, Daniel U.S. Senator (Honorary Chair)

AKA, Roy Y (LM*) and Momoko

AKIMOTO, Ted and Hazel

AOYAGI, Gordon A & Linda (LM)

ARAMAKI, Saige

ARATANI, George (LM**) and Sakaye

ASAI, Henry S (LM**)

ASATO, Blaine LTC Air Force and Itsuko

BABA, George S, (LM*) and Miyeko

BABA, Spencer (LM)

BANNAI, Paul T. (LM*)

BARTLETT, William J.

BUTO, David W (LM) and Joanne

CAMPBELL, Kenneth James (Dr.)

CARDARELLI, Michael Col (LM)

CHIOGIOJI, R/Adm Melvin and Pallas A
CHOW, Edward Jr.
CHUN, Carl W.S. and Sandra
CHUNG, David O. and Cheryl German-Chung
CLOWSER, Micheal Hideo MSgt Army
COX-McKAGUE, Michael G and Kim PC Crowell
DINH, Thanh N “Tino” and Ji Hyun “Anna”
DOBASHI, MYRON D. BG (LM) AND JEAN
DOI, Shig (LM**) and Yoshiko
DONNER, Raymond K (Ray)
EDWARDS, Duval A and Kay
EMBRICH, Steven R, Major
ENDO, Minoru and Aya
FALK, Stanley L (Dr.) and Lynn
FELDMAN, Horace (Dr) and Joan
FUJIHARA, George (LM*) and Joan
FUJIHARA, Kiyoshi (LM*) and Ann H.
FUJIKURA, Yuka (AM)
FUKUDA, Joseph T. Dr (LM*)(died Mar 5, 2005) and Masako
FUKUHARA, Harry and Terri
FUKUI, George M.
FUKUI, Yoneichi (Yone)(LM*) and Shigeko
FUKUSHIMA, Glen S (LM) and Sakie T
HERZIG, Jack (deceased Aug 21, 05) and Aiko
HIGGINS, Michael P.
HIKIDO, Katsumi and Alice Chiyoko
HIRABAYASHI, Grant J (LM)
HIRABAYASHI, Kai (AM) and Sara
HIRAMATSU, Roy (LM*) and Helen H.
HIRANO, Ben M. (LM*) and Nikki N.
HIROHATA Derek AF Lt Col (LM)
HIROSE, Hanako T (Hankie)
HIROSE, Jack (LM*) and Kiyo
HIROSE, Jack M
HOFMANN, Tatsuya Tamaki (LM)
HONJIYO, William T. and Merle H.
HOSHIDE, Doris Chiyoko (AM)
HOSODA, Leo H. (LM*)
HOSOKAWA, Bill (LM**) 
HUELSEWEDE, Erwin “Swede”
ICHIKAWA, Garry T. (Judge) (LM) and Patricia
ICHIKAWA, Grant and Mildred
ICHIKAWA, Lona T. (LM)
ICHIKAWA, Tomio (LM*)(deceased Dec 29, 2005) and Emi M
ICHIUJI, Joe and Susie
ICHIUJI Susie (Member)
IKARI, Norman S and Kyoko
IKEDA, Bob and Yas
IKEDA, Mildred M.Y. (Maggie) (LM)
IMADA, Les
INAGAKI, Saburo Larry and Hideko
INAMI, Frank
INOKUCHI, Richard and Peggy (LM)
INOUYE, Daniel K (U.S. Senator) (MOH) (Honorary Chair)
INOUYE, George H. (LM*)
INUI, Roy and Bette
ISERI, Timothy M. Major
ISHIDA, Sam S and Marie
ISHIKAWA, Masao (Mas) B (LM*) and Sets B.
ISHIKAWA, Moffet Mitsuo (LM*) and Thelma Hatsuko
ISHIO, Douglas K (AM) (Deceased Dec 25, 05)
ISHIO, Sunao (Phil) (Honorary Chair) and Connie
ISHIO, Connie (Member)
ISO, James Y (LM*) and Julie
ISO, Masami Robert (LM) and Rose
ITAGAKI, Lisa Michie
ITO, Paul T, (LM*) and Shizue
ITO, Susumu and Minnie
IWAHIRO, Shoji (LM*) and Chizuko
IWASAKI, Arthur (LM**) and Teruko/Teri
IZUI, Victor Sumio (Dr)
KAI, James T. (Deceased Jan 20, 2006)
KANAYA, Jimmie (Col) (LM)
KANEKO, Arthur M
KANEMOTO, Jean C. (LM*)
KASAI, Mitsugi M
KASUGA, Hiroshi William (LM*) and Sadaye
KAWAGUCHI, Kojiro (Koji) (LM*) and Mich
KAWAMOTO, Roy Y.
KAWAMOTO, Yukio and Sayoko
KIHARA, Hayato (LM*)
KIKUCHI, Glenn K. and Linda
KIM, Arthur and Helen
KINOSHITA, Angela C. (AM) and Yoshio Korean War (deceased)
KITAJIMA, Fred (LM*) and Dorothy
KIYONAGA, John C and Nan
KIYOSAKI, Wayne and Jean
KIZUKA, Shig T. (LM**) and Ruby C.
KLEEMAN, Richard and Rosslyn S.
KOBATA, Katsuji and Emiko
KOBAYASHI, Charles C and Dorie (LM)
KOBAYASHI, Rodney M M/Gen and Verna Bromley Kobayashi LM
KOBAYASHI, Sylvia K
KOHNO, Shuntatsu (AM)
KOJIMOTO, Mits
KONOSHIMA, Akio
KUGE, Chosei and Frances L.
KUMADA, Arthur (LM*) and Hideko H.
KUMAGAI, Ruth K (AM)
KUMASAKA, Roy
KURIHARA, Lloyd (LM*) and Martie
KURODA, Julia N
KUWAHARA, Teri and Gary
KUWAHARA, Thomas A
KUWAYAMA, Yeiichi (Kelly) and Fumiko
LUOMA, Kim and Mary
MARTIN, Herbert L and Shirley
MARUTANI, Victoria (LM)
MASAKI, James Y (LM)
MASAOKA, Etsu Mineta (LM)
MASUO, David H
MATSUDAIRA, Vincent A. and Charlotte
MATSUI, Victor M. and Teru K.
MATSUKI, Michael Paul
MATSUKI, Katherine (AM)
MATSUMOTO, Glenn Kenge and Suzanne Kay (LM)
MATSUMOTO, Hisao and Reiko
MATSUMOTO, Roy (LM)
MATSUSHIMA, Mark L./Col
MAU, Marcia (AM) and Frank Moy
MAYEDA, Samuel Osamu (LM**) and Linda R McIlwain, James T Dr. and Susan G
MEYER, Allen H and Suzanne
MEYERRATKEN, Leila (HM)
MINAMI, Claire
MINAMI, Warren M (Dr.) and Carol (LM)
MINAMI, Wayde R.(LM) and Christie
MINAMI, Wayne H (Dr.) and Arlene (LM)
MINETA, Norman, Secy of Transportation (Honorary Chair)
MIYAGISHIMA, Teruo (Ted) (LM*) and Grace
MIYAMURA, Hershey H, (MOH) (HM)
MIYASAKI, Shuji “Bob” and Hiroko
MIYATA, Wayne T.
MIZUSAWA, Bert BG (LM) and Yvonne
MIZUSAWA, George T (LM)
MIZUSAWA, Hermanno M (LM)
MIZUSAWA, Rudi T (LM)
MIZUSAWA, Rene T. (LM)
MORI, Shiro Floyd and Irene
MORIMOTO, Frank Y (LM**) and Yuri
MORITSUGU, RADM Kenneth P.,(LM) and Lisa Kory
MUKAI Thomas V
MUKASA, George M. (LM***)
MUKOYAMA, James H M/Gen (LM) and Kyung Ja
MURAKAMI, Fred and Yuri
MURAKAMI, Ray (Dr.) and Mary (LM)
NAGANO, Jack K.,(LM**) and Louise M.
NAGAOKA, Minoru
NAGASE, Satoshi “Bud”
NAKAMOTO, Robert (LM) and Laurie
NAKAMOTO, Robert S (LM) and Sherri
NAKAMURA, George and Sylvia
NAKAMURA, David (LM)
NAKAMURA, Robert Minoru and Bernadette (Bernie)
NAKATANI Royce and Brenda Joyce “BJ”
NEISHI, Hideso and Julia
NEKOBA, Barbara and Frank
NELSON, Glenn W and Donna
NINOMIYA, Calvin and Hannelore S.
NISHIDA, Toshiko
NISHIIE, Kazuma M. and Celia L.
NISHIMOTO, Kanoye K and Keiko
NISHIMOTO, Sunny I (LM*)(Died Aug 2, 2006) and Dorothy
NISHIZAWA, Eric Y (LM)
NITSCH, Sharon Wu (Major) and Chris
NOGAMI, Glenda (Dr) and Siegfried Streufert (Dr)
NOGUCHI, Hideyuki
NOSE, Akira P. and Yulie
OBATA, Joanne
OBATA, Michelle Col and Tim
ODA, William (Bill)(LM*)(Died in 2005) and Esther
ODO, Franklin (Dr) (HM)
OGATA, Dye and Elsie
OJI, Sukeo and Tey T.
OKA, Alexander Jiro (LM**) and Jean Ayako
OKADA, Howard S. and Yukiko (LM w/2olc)
OKAMOTO, Allen H. and Yone W (442 vet)
OKAMOTO, William (LM*) and May
OKAMOTO, Toshikazu (Tosh)(LM**) and Toshiko
OKUBO Sumiye (Sue) (Dr)
OKUSA, Muneo (Mike) and Hideko (Janie)
OKUSA, Hideko (Janie) (Member)
OTA, Robert Y and Toshiko
OTSUKA, Yukio and Nobuko M
OUYE, Mitsutomo (Wesley) (LM*) and Dolly
OZAWA, Walter M (Col) and Gayle
OZEKI, Mel (LM) and Emily
PUZON, D.I. Capt (Navy) (LM) and Diann
RASMUSSEN, Edward J and(Fran Kido-deceased)
SAGARA, Stanley Mataichi
SAIKI, Barry (LM*)(Died June 2006) and Yuriko
SAIKI, Teddy T (LM*) and May F
SAITO, Harry K (LM*) and Sue
SAKAI, Lawson Iichiro and Mineko
SAKAI, H. Quintus Dr. (LM*) and Jean M.
SAKAMOTO, John (LM**) and Mae
SAMESHIMA, Ko (LM*) and Sumie
SAKATO, George Joe (MOH) (HM)
SANEFUJI, Noriko (AM)
SASAKI, Thomas T. (LM*)
SATO, Robert Satoshi (LM**) and Lucy
SATO-YAMAZAKI, Christine and David
SATOW, Sus and Lily
SCHANELY, Miyako Newell
SCHILD, Roy C. and Hideko K.
SCHULER, M.C. (Margaret Catherine)
SEIIJI, William S. (LM)
SEKI, Bill H Esq. and Chris
SHEPHERD, Tomoko Ohkawa
SHIBATA, Kaoru (LM*) and Mariko Mary
SHIGIO, Matt Matao
SHIMA, Hiroshi and Helen (Korean vet)
SHIMA, Kaoru
SHIMA, Lane Dr. and Lisa
SHIMA, Terry T and Betty
SHIMAZU, Satoshi Don (LM**) and Chiyoko Imao
SHIMAZU, Shigeru H (LM*) and Mary
SHIMO, Cedrick M
SHIMODA, Satoru C. (LM*) and Betty
SHINTANI, Richard and Yumi
SHINTANI, Cal (submariner)
SHINTO, Richard and Sets
SHIOTA, H. Gary (LM*) and Kiyoko
SHIROMA, Maurice K (LM) and Nancy L
SHIROYAMA, Brian and Jane J.
SHITAMA, Kazuo and Taye
SOGI, Francis Y (LM)
STRAUS, Ulrich (Rick) and Sarah
SUZEHIRO, George S. (LM*)
SUGIYAMA, Shigeki J. (LM*) and Kimiko
SUMIDA, Yukio (LM) and Mollie
SUZUKI, Clarence and Thelma
SUZUKI, George E (LM*)
SUZUKI, Namiko (AM)
TAGAMI, John and Lori
Taguba, Tony (MG) and Debbie
TAGUMA, Yoshio (LM**) and Gloria
TAIRA, Calvin S Dr
TAIRA, Betty
TAJIRI, Shinkichi and Suzanne Van Der Chapelle
TAKAFUJI, Ernest T (MD)(Col Ret.)(LM**) and Carol
TAKAHASHI, Gene J and Vi
TAKAHASHI, Hiroki and Elsie Yoshiko
TAKEGUCHI Earl S and Kim C (LM)
TAKEMOTO, Kenneth K. and Alice T.
TAKESHITA, Ben Takeshito (LM*) and Fumiko
TAKETOMO, Shuji and Chieko
TAKUSAGAWA, Hiroshi (LM**) and Emiko
TANABE, Harry Harushi
TANABE, Miyako Yahata
TANAKA, Cathy
TANAKA, David
TANAKA, Diane H. (AM)
TANAKA, Floyd H. and Rose
TANAMACHI, Sandra
TANAMACHI, Willie R, and Ingebourg R
TANI, Paul Y
TANIZAWA, Milton T, (LM*) and Lena Y
TANNER, Erika C and Richard
TASHIRO, Jack T (deceased 05) and Marie
TASHIRO, Ken Mark (Dr.) (LM) and Dawn
TODA, Harry (LM*)
TODA, Mary (AM)
TOYODA, Susumu (died Oct 13, 05) and Hiroye (Hiro)
TSUDA, Masuo and Ann
TSUKIYAMA, Ted

TSUNEISHI, Paul and Aiko (LM)

TSUNEISHI, Warren (Dr.) and Betty

TSUTSUMIDA, Cherry

UCHIMA, Ansho (LM) and Tadayo

UYEDA, Charles T Jr (Bud) Lt Col Ret and Elizabeth (Libby)

WADA, Robert M.

WAKABAYASHI, Henry S and Seiko

WAKABAYASHI, Seiko (Member)

WAKAI, Harry Hajime and Nora Chiyo

WAKAI, Nora Chiyo (member)

WAKAMATSU, Peter K. (son of 442 vet)

WAKATAKE, Kay K. Major and David Radovich

WAKAYAMA, J. Edgar (Dr)(Col-Ret) and June

WATANABE, George Joji(Died 2005) and Gracie

WAKIDA, Donald and Geraldine “Gerry”

WAKIJI, George M and Betty

WATANABE, Hideo (LM**) and Ikuko Dorothy

WEBSTER, Douglas L. M/Sgt Marine

WESTDALE, Virgil W.

WILLET Terry W and Ronna

WONG, Frederick G. BG (Ret) (LM) and Victoria
YAGUCHI, Michael J L/Col (AF) and Diane
YAMADA, Fred S and Carmen S.
YAMADA, Carmen S (Member)
YAMADA, Gerald H (LM) & Nancy
YAMADA, Kiyo
YAMAGATA, Fred T (Lt Col)
YAMAGUCHI, Kazuo F (LM) and Lillian
YAMAMOTO, Fumie
YAMAMOTO, George Y (LM*) and Satoko
Yamamoto Jerry
YAMAMOTO, Steve Shizuma (LM)
YAMASHIRO, Allan K and Yesule
YAMASHITA, Bruce
YAMASHITA, Jim J. and Marian
YAMASHITA, Kanshi Stanley (LM*)(Deceased 04-05) and Dorothy
YANO, Max William and Reiko
YASUI, Homer, Capt (USNR) (LM**) and Miyuki
YENARI, Ted T (LM**) and Tong Ha
YONEMURA, Kyle and Preshelle
YOROZU, Arthur S (LM*) and Helen T.
YOSHIDA, Akira
YOSHIHARA, David G. and Chiaki
YOSHIHARA, Lynn (LM)
YOSHIKAWA, Reuben S. (LM) and Renee
YUKIMURA, Jiro and Jennie

INACTIVE MEMBERS
BURGE, David H
HAYASHIDA, Myron K
HIRAKI, Randall T. (M/Sgt)
KIMURA, Kay and Joan
KUMAGAI, Robert H
MATSUMOTO, Takashi Steve
MORIYAMA, Charles H. (LM*) and Helen
OBA, Calvin
OHTA, Thaddeus
OMORI, Richard T and Betty
OWAN, Tom C
YONEMOTO, Ronald Masaharu
YUZAWA, George and Kimiko